Abstract. Temporal logic queries on Datalog and negated Datalog programs are studied, and their relationship to Datalog queries on these programs is explored. It is shown that, in general, temporal logic queries have more expressive power than Datalog queries on Datalog and negated Datalog programs. It is also shown that an existential domain-independent fragment of temporal logic queries has the same expressive power as Datalog queries on negated Datalog programs with inflationary semantics. This means that for finite structures this class of queries has the power of the fixpoint logic.
Introduction
Traditionally, the semantics of a Datalog query on a Datalog program is associated with the computation of the fixpoint of that program and evaluation of the query on that fixpoint [Ul188] . However, as will be explained below, it is also interesting to ask questions about the intermediate stages of the computation of the fixpoint. One way to ask questions about sequences of intermediate stages of the computation is to use temporal logic. Then it becomes interesting to know how temporal logic queries on sequences generated by Datalog programs are related to Datalog queries on fixpoints of these programs.
Clearly, a Datalog query defined by predicate Q(xl .... , x,) on a Datalog or negated Datalog, Datalog ~, program can be expressed as the temporal logic query {xl .... , x, IO Q(xl ..... x,)} on the intermediate stages of the fixpoint computation for that program, where O is the temporal operator sometimes IMP92]. The inverse question is more interesting: can temporal logic queries on Datalog or Datalog -~ programs be simulated with regular Datalog queries on (some other) Datalog or Datalog -~ programs? It follows from simple monotonicity considerations that the answer is negative for Datalog programs. However, the answer is much more involved for the Datalog -~ programs. In fact, this question constitutes the focal point of this paper.
The problem of studying intermediate stages in the computation of the fixpoint of Datalog and Datalog ~ programs is interesting for the following reasons. , is very closely related to certain types of production systems and, therefore, can also be used for the specifications of temporal databases. Of course, Datalog and Datalog -~ differ from Datalog -~* in that Datalog ~* supports negations in the head of a rule, whereas the other two languages do not. Nevertheless, Datalog and Datalog ~ can also be used for the specification of temporal data in those applications where data is nondecreasing over time, assuming that the semantics of these programs is defined in terms of the intermediate stages of fixpoint computations.
Finally, intermediate stages of the fixpoint computation become important in those Datalog extensions that do not guarantee the existence of the fixpoint, such as doubly negated Datalog, Datalog ~* [AV91]. Since some Datalog ~* programs do not have a fixpoint, fixpoint queries on these programs are not well-defined. To solve this problem, we can use temporal logic queries as an extension of Datalog queries on such programs.
Temporal logic as a query language has been studied before in the context of temporal databases BNW91; GM91; CCT] . Studying temporal logic as a query language is important because it serves as a theoretical foundation for various temporal query languages and algebras proposed in the literature [CCT] . In this paper we continue studying temporal logic as a query language but on a special type of a temporal database generated by Datalog programs.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we define some preliminary concepts, including a temporal logic query language on Datalog and Datalog -~ programs. In Sect. 3, we analyze the relative expressive power of temporal logic and Datalog queries for Datalog and Datalog ~ programs. We also formulate the main result of the paper that a certain subset of temporal logic queries can be simulated with Datalog queries on Datalog ~ programs. In Sect. 4, we prove this result. Proofs of the major technical lemmas stated in Sect. 4 are presented in the Appendix.
Preliminaries
In order to study the relationship between Datalog and temporal logic queries, we first have to define the meaning of these queries on Datalog and Datalog ~ programs.
Datalog To define temporal logic queries, we consider the future fragment of predicate temporal logic IMP92; Eme90], denoted as TL, with temporal operators o (next), and until and with time defined with natural numbers, o A is true at time t if A is true at time t+l. A until B is true at time t if B is true at some time t'> t and A is true for all times t" such that t_< t"< t'. In addition, we consider derived temporal operators possibility (~) and necessity (rT) that are defined as OA = TRUE until A, and nA =~O--7A. Finally, another derived temporal operator A before B is defined as being true at time t if for every time t' such that B is true at t', there is some time t" such that t_< t"< t' and A is true at time t" [Kro87] .
The semantics of a temporal logic formula is defined with a temporal structure K [Kro87], which specifies instances of all its predicates at all the times in the future. In particular, K, defines instances of all the predicates appearing in the formula as time t. We make an assumption, natural in the database context, that domains of predicates do not change over time.
From the database perspective, a temporal structure can be viewed as an infinite sequence of database states, i.e. Do, D,, D2 ..... In this paper, we assume that the temporal structure is defined by a Datalog or Datalog -~ program that generates a sequence of database states in the way described above 2. We denote the temporal structure generated by a Datalog or Datalog ~ program P (for a set of EDBs) as K P. We will not adhere to any specific terminology in the paper and will use the two terms interchangcably.
A temporal logic formula ~b on a Datalog or Datalog -~ program P, with all the predicates in ~b appearing in program P, defines a query {xl~b(x)} on p3. The answer to this query is defined with a first-order (time independent) predicate ~* (x) = K~ (~ (x)), where K P is the temporal structure determined by program P (K~ means that K P in evaluated at time t=0). In other words, the answer to query ~ on P is the set of tuples x satisfying the temporal logic formula ~ at time 0 with semantics determined by program P. For example, if dp( We are ready to state the main result of the paper that says that for a certain subclass of domain-independent queries (which we will call existential queries) the following condition holds:
for any Datalog -~ program P and a TL query q5 on P from that class of queries, there is a Datalog ~ program P' and a Datalog query Q such that Q on P' and q~* define the same mapping. The proof of the main result is structured as follows. First, we define a certain class of configuration formulas for a set of predicates appearing in a query. Second, we show that the answer to a TL query is equal to the disjunction of some set of configuration formulas. Third, we show how configuration formulas can be computed with Datalog -~ programs. In the next section we provide an example that illustrates these steps, and in Sect. 4 we prove the main theorem.
Relationship to the Stage Comparison Theorem

Example
Consider the following temporal logic formula on some Datalog ~ program p:6 (2) ~b (x) -= C (x) until (A (x) A -7 B(x)).
5 As will be defined below, an ordering predicate Sa<n(x) (Sa<8(x)) is true if and only if x is inserted in predicate A before (or at the same time as) x is inserted in predicate B.
6 Since this formula does not contain quantifiers, it can be simulated with a Datalog ~ program using the Stage Comparison Theorem as was specified in Sect. 3.1. However, introduction of quantifiers makes any non-trivial example unmanageable. Therefore, we selected an example without quantifiers in order to illustrate some of the major ideas used in the proof of the main theorem. The additional difficulties related to quantifiers will be addressed directly in the proof.
We will show that there is a Datalog -~ program P' and a query Q such that Q and q~ define the same mapping. This will be done in two parts. In the first part, we will show that ~b* can be expressed as a first-order formula over ordering predicates. In the second part, we will show how this first-order formula can be computed with Datalog -~ rules.
Let tA(X), tB(X), and tc(X ) be the time instances when x is inserted into predicates A, B, and C respectively 7. t,dx) and tB(X) are well defined, because under the inflationary semantics of Datalog ~, once a tuple is inserted into a predicate, it will never be removed from it. In general, 0 < tA (X), tB(X), tc(X)< 00. ta(X ) = oO means that x is never inserted into A; similarly for tB and for t o
We define ordering predicates SA<B(X), SA=B(X), SA<c(X), etc. as follows.
SA ~ B(x) is true if and only if t a(x ) < t B(x).
Other ordering predicates are defined similarly.
Part 1.
In this part, we will show that q~* can be expressed in first-order terms over some ordering predicates by evaluating operators in 4~ in the bottom-up
Step 1 :
, and false outside of this interval. We will call such an interval truth interval because it specifies times when ~b' is true. We will also call z'l(x) and z~(x) transition functions since at these time points ~b' changes its value. For the reasons to be explained below, we will consider two cases: z'~ (x)= 0 and z'l (x)> 0. By inspection, if ])11 (x)-~i (x) < ~i (x) ^ *i (x) = 0 then ~b' is true on the time interval [0, z~ (x)) and if
then q~' is false for all times.
We call ])11, ])12, ])13 configuration formulas for q7 because each formula uniquely determines the configuration of the temporal structure of qT: for all values of x satisfying a configuration formula, the temporal structure of q~'(x) has the same topology of its truth intervals (e.g. if x satisfies 712(x) then ~b(x)' is true on [z'~(x),z'z(x) ) and false elsewhere). Note that 711, "~12, 3113 determine all possible configurations of truth intervals for q7 because they are mutually exclusive and collectively exhaustive.
Step 2: qS"(x)=C(x).
7 These time instances are related to the stages of inductive definitions in [Mos74].
Let z" (x)= tc(X). In this case, we have two configuration formulas 721(X) and 722 Step 3: q5 (x) = 49" (x) until ~b' (x).
To determine all possible configurations for ~b, we have to consider pairwise combinations of configurations produced in Steps 1 and 2 (six combinations altogether).
The temporal structure of ~b(x) for the values of x satisfying 731(x) has the configuration consisting of a single truth interval [0, r2 (x)).
732 (X) ~---711 (X) A 722 (X).
To determine the temporal structure of ~b in this case, we have to consider two cases, i.e. when z" (x) < z~ (x) and when T"(x)_>z~(x). By inspection, in both cases the temporal structure has only one truth interval [0, ~ (x)).
733 (x) = 712 (x)/x 721 (x).
In this case, the temporal structure for ~b has only one truth interval [-0, 2.~ (x)).
])34(X)-~ 712(X) A 722(X).
In this case, 7~2(x)A 722(X) is not a configuration formula for ~b(x) because there can be different temporal structures for the values of x satisfying 73,,(X). To get configuration formulas for this case, we have to split it into the following subcases:
In subcase (4a), we get the configuration formula
and the truth interval [2."(x), 2.~(x)). Both subcases (4b) and (4c) have the same configuration determined by the truth interval [2.'l (x), 2.~ (x)) and the combined configuration formula
The temporal structure for ~b is always FALSE in this case for all the values of x satisfying 735(X) and all the moments of time.
6. ])36(X)~])13(X)/k ])22(X). The temporal structure for ~b is also always FALSE in this case.
So far, we considered all possible configurations of temporal structure for ~b and conditions (configuration formulas) that determine these configurations. Clearly, ~b* is equal to the disjunction of those configuration formulas, whose temporal structure is true at time t-0. By inspection, this happens when one of the conditions Y3~ (x), or 732(x), or 733(x) is true, i.e.
This expression can be simplified to (3) (~ (X) ~---~11 (X) V ])12 (X) A ^/21 (X).
If we substitute the expressions for 7a~(x), ])12(X), ])21(X) in (3) that the answer to a TL query ~b can be obtained by determining a finite number of configuration formulas. Furthermore, the answer to the query consists of the disjunction of those configuration formulas whose corresponding truth intervals start at time 0. As was pointed out before, we did not consider quantifiers in this example and did not address the problems associated with them. We will deal with quantifiers directly in the proof of the main theorem.
Main theorem
In this section, we prove the main result of this paper that existential domainindependent TL queries on Datalog ~ programs can be simulated with Datalog queries. In order to prove this result, we first provide some preliminary definitions.
A TL formula can have several references to the same predicate. Each such reference will be called an occurrence of a predicate in a formula. Two occurrences of the same predicate are identical if they have the same list of variables, e.g. P(xl .... , xk); otherwise, they are distinct. Let A1 .... , A, be all the distinct occurrences of all the predicates from query 4). For example, the formula B(x) until (B(y)A C(x, x)) gives 3 predicates, which we could write as Al(x), Az(y), •3 (X, X) .
Let x be a sequence of some length m listing in some order all the variables of ~b. For each predicate occurrence Ai, xi will denote the actual variables of A~ in the order they appear. Thus in the above example, m= 2, x=(x, y), x~ =(x), x2 =(y), x3 =(x, x). As defined in Sect. 3.2, let ta,(x~) be the time instance when We next define a configuration for a TL formula. A configuration C,(x) for a TL formula ~ is a triple (7(x), Y(x), ~), where 7(x) is a first-order formula from s ...... A. called configuration formula, Fix) = { To (x), r i (x) ..... z. (x), ~, + 1 (x)} is a set of transition functions such that 0 = To (x) < Zl(X) < ... < r,(x) < ~, + ~ (x) = oo for all values of x satisfying the configuration formula 7(x), and 6 is a boolean variable, called a configuration type indicator (or simply a configuration indicator). A configuration for a TL formula ~b(x) has a property that the temporal structure of ~(x) does not change for the values of x satisfying the configuration formula "/(x), and is determined by its transition functions. More specifically, ~b is constant (either true or false) on an interval [z~(x),z~+~(x)), i=0, ..., n, for all values of x such that V(x) is true and changes truth values across adjacent intervals, i.e. if 4) is true on [zi(x), ~+ ~(x)) then it is false on [z~+ ~(x), zi+2(x)), and if ~ is false on the first interval, it is true on the second one. In addition, determines the truth value of the first interval [Zo(X),r~ (x)) (and, therefore, the other intervals as well): if ~ is true then ~b is also true on the first interval, and if 6 is false then ~b is also false on the first interval. The intervals [z~(x), z~_a (x)) on which ~ is true are called truth intervals of the configuration. An example of a configuration with 6 = FALSE is shown in Fig. 1 .
Intuitively, a configuration specifies one of the possible "topologies" of a The proof of the main theorem is based on the idea that, if a TL formula is of a certain type (which we will call an "internally existential" formula), then the answer to the query defined by this formula is equal to a disjunction of a finite set of configuration formulas (that belong to ~e-~A1 ..... A.)" This means that in order to simulate a TL query of that type, we only have to show how to simulate formulas from 12 A ...... A, by Datalog ~ programs.
In the proof of the main theorem when we show that qS* belongs to f2a, ..... a,, i.e. it is "computable" by a Datalog -~ program, we have to show that transition functions in configurations of subformulas of ~b are also "computable" in some sense. This motivates the following definition of a "computable" class of transition functions ~A1 ..... A. which is defined as follows: As we mentioned before, we will show that for a certain class of TL formulas, temporal structures of these formulas are uniquely determined by a finite set of configurations. However, it is not true for arbitrary TL formulas. To see this, consider the formula (3y)~b(x, y). Assume that ~(x, y) has a configuration as shown in Fig. 2 . For example, qS(x, y) could be A(x, y) ^ --7 B(x, y), the program . . . . i Fig. 3 . A configuration for (3y) q~(x, y) P could be the transitive closure of predicates A and of B, and the initial instances of A and B at time t = 0 and values of x and y are such that A(x, y) becomes true before B(x, y). Then (3y)~b(x, y) can have arbitrarily many truth intervals (Fig. 3) ; the number of these intervals depends on x and can grow arbitrarily large in general. For example, assume that for Y=Yo, A(x, yo) becomes true before B(x, yo), i.e. tA(X, yo)<tB (X, Yo) , assume that the same is true for Y=Yl, i.e. tA (x, yO<tB(x, yl) , and that tn (X, yo) 
<tA(x, yl). Also assume that for no y and no t, such that tn(x, Yo)< t < t,~(x, Yl), A(x, y)/x-7 B(x, y) is true. In this case, (3 y)(A(x, y)/x -7 B(x, y)) must be true between times t A(x, Yo
(3y)(A (x, y)/~-7 B(x, y)) depending on the initial instances of predicates A (x, y)
and B(x,y) at time t=0. This means that the temporal structure of (3 y) q~ (x, y) cannot be determined by a finite number of configurations in general.
However, as Lemma 6 will show, if we restrict TL formulas to internally existential formulas (that will be defined below) then the temporal structure of a TL formula can be uniquely determined by a finite set of configurations.
This motivates the following definitions. is a TL formula such that 9 the existential quantifier cannot appear in a sub-expression ~ untii(3x) fl(x) 9 the universal quantifier cannot appear in a sub-expression (gx) ~(x) until fl 9 a quantifier cannot appear inside a first-order logic subexpression, i.e. a subexpression (Q x) q~ (x) can only appear either at the "outermost" level in the formula or inside a temporal oprator.
The following lemma says that any TL formula can be normalized.
Lemma 4 For any TL formula, there exists an equivalent normalized TL formula.
Proof. A TL formula can be normalized by "pulling" quantifiers out of the inner scopes of the formula using the classical equivalences of first-order logic and the following equivalences of temporal logic: and 
until(3 x) fl(x)-= (3 x)(~ until fl(x)) ((Vx) a(x)) until fl -(V x)(~(x) until fl). []
The proof of this lemma is presented in the Appendix. The major difficulty in the proof of this lemma is associated with handling quantifiers. The next lemma is one of the two major lemmas to be used in the proof of the main theorem of the paper. 
Lemma 7 Let dp be an internally existential formula from TL. Let I~ be the set of indexes i such that 7i is a configuration formula for (o, as defined in Lemma
Conclusions
In this paper, we study the expressive power of temporal logic queries on Datalog and inflationary Datalog ~ programs. The semantics of these programs is associated with the entire sequences of intermediate stages in the computation of the fixpoint rather than with the fixpoint itself. We compare the expressive power of temporal logic queries with Datalog queries on Datalog and Datalog ~ programs. We show that temporal logic queries have more expressive power than Datalog queries on Datalog programs. We also consider the existential domain-independent fragment of temporal logic. This fragment is interesting because existential TL queries can have only a finite set of possible configurations of its temporal structures. We show that existential domain-independent temporal logic queries have the same expressive power as Datalog queries on Datalog ~ programs. This means that on finite structures, existential temporal logic queries Appendix: Proofs of Lemmas 6 and 8
Proof of Lemma 6
As the first step of the proof, we replace q~ with an equivalent formula that does not contain next operators as follows. Since next operator (o) commutes with 3, ^, -n, and until operators, it can be "pushed inside" ~b. (y, y)/~ -7o B (x, y)) ).
After that, we remove all the next operators okA from ~b by replacing them with the equivalent expressions obtained by computing the value of A at the k-th iteration of program P (this can be done because each application of rules in program P corresponds to one time unit). More precisely, if P has m rules containing A in their heads, i.e. A*--p1 , ..., A~p,,, then okA can be replaced by o k-l(p~ v ... v Pro). The process of eliminating the next operator o can be continued inductively after this formula is normalized. Clearly, the resulting formula is also internally existential.
As an example, consider formula 4' on the Datalog ~ program (4) A
(x, y) ~ A(x, y) A ~ B(x, y) (5) B(x, y),--A (x, y) ^ A (u, z) A B(z, y).
We replace the first component of 4', ,~,A (x, y), with 4'1 (x, y) = A (x, y) A --7 B (x, y). We also replace oZ A(y, y) with O'2(y)=o A(y, y) A --1 oB(y, y)= (A (y, y)/x --1B (y, y))/x ~ (A (y, u) A A (u, z) A B(z, y) ). Finally, we replace the third P component of 4', oB(x, y) , with 43 (-, y)= A(x, u) A A(u, z) A B(z, y) . Putting the X components together, we replace the formula 4' with the new formula 41( , Y) until (4~ (Y)/x -1 4~ (x, y) that contains no next operators.
Let 4 be the new internally existential TL formula without any next operators in it. Since 4 is an internally existential formula, existential quantifiers appear in it only in expressions (3y)c~(x,y) until fl(x), i.e. only on the left-hand side of the until operator (we denote this combination of ~ and until as 3/until). Therefore, we prove the lemma by induction on the number of operators in 4, which are --1, A, until, and 3/until operators. At each inductive step, we maintain a finite set of configurations for 4 satisfying conditions of the lemma and show how each of the operators generates a new finite set of configurations satisfying the same conditions.
Base case. If 4 (x) = A (x) then there are two configurations:
c~l(x)=(So=a(x ), {0, oo}, TRUE) and Cg:z(X)=(So<A(X), {0, ta(X), OO}, FALSE).
Negation. If 4(x)=-~ 4'(x) and 4'(x) has a set of configurations (yi(x), F/(x), 6i) for i= 1 ..... k then 4(x) has the set of configurations (71(x), Fi(x),-7 6i).
Temporal operator until. Let 4(x)= 4'(x)until 4"(x). Assume that •,(x)=(y'(x), {r~(x), Yl(x) ..... r'n,(x)}, 6') be some configuration for 4'(x) and %,, (x) = (7" (x), {r~(x), r'l'(x) ..... Zn,,(X) }, 6") be some configuration for 4"(x), As was shown in the example in Sect. 3.2 (Step 3.4), 7' (X) A y" (X) does not define a configuration formula for 4 because it is not clear what the transition functions for this configuration formula are. A configuration formula for 4 is obtained from 7'(x)A y"(X) by conjuncting it with the condition determining the relative ordering of the transition functions for 4' and 4". Only in this case we can guarantee that 4 has the same set of truth intervals for all the values of x satisfying the configuration formula.
To make this argument formal, we define a merging J/(x)= {Zo(X), ~1 (x) ..... z,(x)} of two sets of transition functions {z~(x), ~' (x) ..... ~',, (x)} and {z~j(x),z]'(x), ...,z~'~(x)}, where n is some number in the range of [max{n1, n2}, nl +n2], as follows. Each clement in Jt'(x) is either z'i(x), or zj.'(x), or both (in case z'i(x)=z~'(x)). Furthermore, the relative ordering of transition functions F'(x)= {z'i(x)}i= ~.,, and U'(x)= {r~(x)}j= 1,,~ is preserved in the merging, i.e. if r~,(x)<z'q(x) then their corresponding counterparts zp,(x) and zq,(x) in the merging ~'(x) satisfy the condition zp,(x)<zp,(x) (the similar condition also holds for the transition functions in U'(x)). Note that we can have many mergings of two sets of transition functions depending on the number n and on a specific embedding of the two sets in the merging.
Two configurations %,, c~,, and a merging JCt/k (X)= {T k 0 (X), "[Tkl (X) ..... "fkn (X)} of their transition functions determine a configuration for 4 because 4 has the same temporal structure (set of truth intervals) for all the tuples x satisfying the configuration formula 7'(x) A ~"(x) ^/~ (r,~_ ~ (x) < ~**(x)).
/=1
The set of transition functions for this configuration is obtained from the transition functions in J///k(X) by removing those functions Zkl(X ) from it for which ~b has the same value (either TRUE or FALSE) on the adjacent intervals [rkZ-1 (X), Zkz(X)) and [Zkt(X ), Zkt+ 1 (X)). Finally, the configuration type indicator 6 k is equal to the value of ~b on the first interval [Zko(X), Zk 1 (X)).
Conjunction. Let ~b(x)= q~'(x)A ~b"(x). The configurations for ~b are produced in a very similar manner as the configurations for the until operator, and therefore we omit the proof.
Until Combined with Existential Quantifier (3/until) .
Let (6)
~b (x) = ((3 y) ~b'(x, y)) until ~b" (x).
We considered 3/until combination and not just an existential quantifier because, as we mentioned in Sect. 4, the lemma does not hold for the existential quantifier: (3y) ~b'(x, y) can have an unbounded number of configurations depending on the particular value of x. However, if an existential quantifier appears in the left operand of the until operator, as in formula (6), then we claim that the number of transition functions in any configuration for ~b(x) based on some configurations for #(x, y) and qT'(x) is not greater than the number of transition functions in the corresponding configuration for ~b"(x). The proof of the claim follows from the observation that each truth interval in ~b contains a truth interval of #'. To see this, let [z'l (x) , z~(x)) and [~';(x) , ~(x)) be truth intervals in some configurations for formulas (3 y) ~b'(x, y) and ~b"(x) respectively. Then if [z'~ (x), z~(x)) does not intersect any truth interval for ~b"(x) then transition functions z'l(x), z~(x) do not appear in any configuration for 4)(x) (this follows from the definition of until). If z'~ (x) < z'~ (x) < z~ (x) then ~b has a truth interval [-z'l (x) , ~), where z~ (x) < c~. Finally, if z'~ (x) < z'l (x) < z~ (x) then ~b has a truth interval [z'~ (x), ~), where ~ (x) < ~.
We next show that the bounded number of transition functions in any configuration of q5 obtained from configurations for ~b'(x, y) and ~b"(x) is defined with a finite number of configurations. Furthermore, we explicitly determine these configurations and show that they satisfy conditions of the lemma.
To determine the set of configurations for ~b(x), we introduce some preliminary concepts. Let truth_int (Cgq,(x) ,i) be a function determining whether [zi(x), zi+ ~ (x)) is a truth interval for the configuration ~,(x) =(y(x), {Zo(X),Zl(x) ..... z,(x)},6), i.e. whether ~b(x) is true on this interval for the values of x satisfying ~,(x). This function is TRUE if i is even for 6 = TRUE or i is odd for 6=FALSE and i<_n; otherwise, it is FALSE.
Let q~' from (6) Then define a "point cover" function for a formula tp ', pnt_cover,,(x, t) , to be true if there exists y and a configuration ~,(x,y) such that one of its truth intervals [Zkj(X, y), Zkj+ 1 (X, y)) covers the point t, i.e. Zk~(X, y) < t < rkj+ I (X, y). TO proceed further with the proof, we need the following lemma:
Lemma 10 The proof is based on the observation that int_covero,(x, a(x),fl(x)) is true if and only if one of the conditions holds: 1) there exists some y, some configuration for that y, and some truth interval for that configuration that covers the entire interval [a(x),fl x)); or 2) there exists some y, some configuration for that y, and some transition function T(x,y) for that configuration such that ,(x)< z(x,y)</~(x), and that any transition function z(x,z) appearing between ~(x) and /~(x) must be covered by a point-cover function, i.e. pnt_cove%,(x, z(x, z)) must be true. This observation can be formalized by stating that int_cover~,(x, e(x), fl(x))is equivalent to
It follows from Lemmas 10 and 2 that this formula belongs to t2 n ...... A," [] Let •,, (x) = (7" (x), {zg(x), z'l'(x) .... , z~,'(x)}, 3") be a configuration for q~" and let j be such that [z~'(x), zj+ l(x)) is a truth interval for this configuration (i.e. truth_int (•,,(x),j) holds) . If the interval [z~(x), z';(x)) is a truth interval then we let j range from 2 to the left endpoint of the last truth interval (i.e. if [z~_l(x),z~'(x)) is a truth interval then j will go until n-l; if [z~'(x), Qo) is a truth interval then j will go until n). If [z'~(x), z'~(x)) is a truth interval then we let j range from 1 to the left endpoint of the last truth interval. Let (7) ~l(x)=pnt_cover,. (x,z~(x) )^mpnt_cover~, (x,~jLl(x) )
~j3(x)=int_covero, (x, zT-l(x),rT(x) ).
Each configuration cgo,,(x)=(7"(x),{z~(x),z~(x), ..., z~(x)},6") for 05" defines several configurations for 05 as follows. For each truth interval [zy(x),z~'+l(x)) for this configuration select some Cjq(x), where ij = 1, 2 or 3. Consider the formula (10) 71(x) = 7" (x) ^ A ~ji~ (x).
truth int (~4,"(x),J)
We claim that it is a configuration formula for 05, i.e., for all values of x satisfying (10), 05 has the same configuration of its temporal structure. To see this, we examine the meanings of functions ~jl (x), (~2(x), ~j3(x) now. Function ~jl(x) defines the situation when some truth interval for some configuration for some y in 05'(x,y) intersects the left endpoint of the truth interval [z~'(x),r~.~l(x)), and no truth interval of no configuration for no y in 05'(x, y) intersects the right endpoint of the truth interval [z~-2(x), zy_l(x)). In this case, a configuration for 05(x) based on ~fo,,(x) has the structure as shown in Fig. 4 (it has a transition function z~(x) between z~-l(x) and z~(x) shown with the dotted line).
Function ~j2(x) defines the situation when no truth interval for no configuration for no y in 05'(x,y) intersects the left endpoint of the truth interval [T~(x), z~.'+l(x)). In this case, a configuration for 05(x) based on ~,,(x) has the structure as shown in Fig. 5 (it has z~'(x) as its transition function) . Function ~ja(x) defines the situation when all the points between two truth intervals [~)'_ 2 (x), z)'_ 1 (x)) and [z~'(x), r)'+ l(x)) are "covered" by some truth interval of some configuration for q~'. In this case, a configuration for qS(x) based on cgo,,(x) has the structure as shown in Fig. 6 (the dotted line in this figure means that the truth interval for the configuration of ~b based on cg,,,(x) contains interval [z7_l(x),zj'(x))); in other words, no transition function for cg~(x) lies between ~'-1 (x) and r~' (x).
As it follows from Lemmas 10 and 11, ~t~(x), ~j2(x), and Ct3(x) belong to QA, ..... A,"
After all the preliminary concepts were introduced, we are ready to define the finite set of configurations ~(x)= (Tz(x), Fl(x), 63 for ~b(x).
Each configuration %,,(x)=(7"(x),{z~(x),r'l'(X) ..... r~(x)},6") for q~", and each choice of ij6{1, 2, 3} for j taken over all truth intervals of co~,, determine the configuration formula (10).
Each choice of predicates ~j~j(x) taken over it= 1 or 2 or 3 for all values of j, such that truth_int (C6~..(x) ,j) holds, gives rise to one instance of formula (10). This means that there are no more than ~3 fnl/2 different configurations rn for ~b for each configuration %,,(x) for qS". t~
The configuration formula ?/(x) defines the configuration cg~(x) which has the set of transition functions F~(x). To finish the proof of the lemma, we have to show that these transition functions are "computable," i.e., they belong to q~a ...... a,' The proof of this proceeds as follows. Take a configuration %,,(x) (.~lt/ ~ tt{ x~ ett~ =(T"(X), ~ 0tX),'C'((X) ..... "C n q, XJj, O I for ~b" and initially add all the transition functions rj'(x) to F~(x). Then this set of transition functions F~(x) will be modified according to the following rules. For each j, such that [r](x), r~'+ l(x)) is a truth interval for that configuration, consider the following cases depending on the value of i t in ~-t~j in formula (10):
1. it= 1. Drop zj'(x) from Fl(x) and add a new transition function zj(x) to it (see Fig. 4 ) that is defined as follows. ~o We cannot say that ~3 r"~/2 is the exact estimate because we cannot choose all three formulas in for the first and the last truth intervals in certain cases. But we can safely say that the estimate is an upper bound on the number of configurations generated by c~,,,(x).
As it follows from the definition of zj(x), it must be somewhere between points z)'_ 1 (x) and zy (x) in Fig. 4 (x) . This corresponds to the fact that there are no additional transition points added to Fig. 5. 3. i,. i = 3. Both r~,j(x) and z~,j_ t (x) are removed from Fl(x ). This corresponds 9 t! l'X~ tt to the fact that the configuration in Fig. 6 "absorbs" points z j_ i t J and zj (x).
Finally, 6l is determined for ~,(x) based on whether or not [Zto(X),Zll(x)) is the truth interval in that configuration. It follows from (10) and from the fact that ~j~(x)~a, ..... An that ?t(X)~OA ...... A." Furthermore, it is easy to see that 7t(x)'s form a mutually exclusive, collectively exhaustive set of formulas. Finally, it follows from the construction of transition functions that all of them belong to ~a ...... A,. This completes the proof of the lemma.
Proof of Lemma 8
In the proof, we utilize some of the techniques deeloped in [AV91]. To begin with, we extend program P with rules that compute the 0-ary predicate FPe.
FPp becomes true two steps after the time the fixpoint of P is reached. The new program P" is obtained by adding some new rules to P as follows. For each IDB predicate A~(x3 in P, i= 1,, ..., n, we introduce three auxiliary predicates A'i(xi), A'((x 3, and prev_unless_lasti(xi) in P". Predicates A' i and A' i' are shifted backwards relative to A~ by one and two time units respectively. They are defined with the following rules in P":
A'i(xi) ~ Ai(xi) A'i' (xi) ~ A;(xi).
Predicate prey unless_lasti is equal to predicate A'/ at all the times until the last stage before the fixpoint of P" is reached (i.e. all the predicates A' i' stop changing) 11. When this moment is detected by program P", FPe is set to be true. Formally, predicates prev_unless_lasti and FPp are obtained as follows 9 Replace each occurrence of A~ in every rule of P with A'i' and replace each rule of the form A/(x)~-~i(x3 in P with n rules prev_unless_lasti(xi) ~-~i(Xl)/x Aj(xj)/x -7 Aj(xj) for j = 1 ..... n and add these rules to P". Note that predicate prey unless_last~ is not updated to e~ by these rules only at the time when Aj(xj)=A)(xi) for all j=l ..... n (i.e. one step after the fixpoint of P is reached). In addition, add the following n rules to P": FPv ~ A'i' (xi)/x ~ prey unless_lastl (xl) for i = 1 ..... n.
It is easy to see that there is some i such that predicate pre~unless_lastg is equal to A'i' at all the stages before the fixpoint of P" is reached and differs from A'/ at the fixpoint of P" and all the subsequent stages 9 Therefore, FPe l i We would like to credit the idea of predicate prey unless last, to [AV91].
